LESS O N 1

UNLOCKING
THE PRISON DOORS
OF PORNOGRAPHY
Leaders, before leading this study, please go to the Appendix
and read “Note to Leaders.”
Open the session with prayer.
Ask the men to review their favorite EMAW verses.
Begin by reading the Introduction, out loud, and discussing
it paragraph by paragraph.
Discuss each of the questions in this lesson.
Lookup and read each verse together. Try to get everyone to
participate.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations, and rewrites of 1
Corinthians 10:13.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
End this session by closing with prayer, using the WAR
method.
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LESS O N 2

BATTLE STRATEGY
CHECKLIST
memory cards to each other (WWW A MAP and 1
Corinthians 10:13). Also, have them recite all their EMAW
Book 1 verses. Have one man hold the cards and say the
reference while the other quotes the verse and says the
reference at the end of the verse. Then have them switch
roles.
Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Ask each of the men if he has signed the My Commitment
pledge on page 12. If not have them sign it now.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Discuss each of the questions.
Lookup and read each verse together. Try to get everyone
to participate.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of
Ephesians 5:3.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
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LESS O N 3

ALLIES:
BATTLE BUDDIES
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every Man
A Pure Warrior verses, beginning with Ephesians 5:3. Have
one man hold the card and say the reference while the other
quotes the verse and says the reference at the end of the
verse. Then have them switch roles.
Sign off on the completion records in the back of the book.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Discuss each of the questions on these pages.
Lookup and read each verse together. Try to get everyone to
participate.
Have every man read his summary of the need for buddies.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share their
Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of Ecclesiastes
4:9-10.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the roles.
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LESS O N 4

SCRIPTURE MEMORY:
KEY TO
TRANSFORMATION
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other. Have one man
hold the cards and say the reference while the other man
quotes the verse and says the reference at the end of the
verse. Then have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of
Romans 12:2 and Psalm 119:9-11.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the
roles.
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LESS O N 5

AGGRESSIVE WORSHIP
SKILL 1: MEMORIZE
PSALM 103:8-12
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with
Romans 12:2 and Psalm 119:9-11. Have one man hold the
cards and say the reference while the other man quotes the
verses and says the reference at the end of the passage.
Ask, “How did each of you do this week in practicing
WWW A MAP?”
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one
Quiet Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible
share their Ask Questions, meditations, and rewrites of
Psalm 103:8-12.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each
other. After one man works through it, have them reverse
the roles.
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LESS O N 6

AGGRESSIVE WORSHIP
SKILL 2: SINGING
PSALMS, HYMNS, AND
SPIRITUAL SONGS
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with
Psalm 103:8-12. Have one man hold the cards and say the
reference while the other man quotes the verses and says
the reference at the end of the passage.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations, and their favorite
inspirational song.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment for the
next meeting.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each
other. After one man works through it, have them reverse
the roles.
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LESSO N 7

AGGRESSIVE
WORSHIP SKILL 3:
DAILY OFFERING AND
ARMORING OUR
BODIES FOR WARFARE
Every Man
A Pure Warrior verses to each other, and the hymn “Amazing
Grace”. If a man chose a different psalm, hymn, or spiritual
song, have him quote the words to his partner. Have one
person hold the cards and recite the hymn or song while the
other checks for accuracy. Then have them switch roles.
Count how many times you have practiced WWW A MAP in
the last four weeks.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share their
Ask Questions, meditations, and rewrites of Ephesians 6:11
and Romans 6:13.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment for the next
meeting.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the roles.
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LESS O N 8

SPIRITUAL WARFARE 1:
WAS I UNDER
DEMONIC ATTACK?
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other beginning with
Ephesians 6:11 and Romans 6:13. Have one man hold the
cards and say the reference while the other man quotes the
verse and says the reference at the end of the verse. Then
have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations and rewrites of 1 Peter 5:8
and the Lord’s Prayer.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the
roles.
This lesson is especially long and you may want to take two
weeks on it. See break instruction on page 89.
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LESS O N 9

SPIRITUAL WARFARE 2:
THE JESUS WARFARE
MODEL
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every Man A
Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with 1 Peter 5:8
and the Lord’s Prayer. Have one man hold the cards and say
the reference while the other man quotes the verse and says
the reference at the end of the verse. Then have them switch
roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share their
Ask Questions, meditations, and rewrites of Luke 4:13 and 2
Corinthians 10:3-5.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the roles.
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LESS O N 1 0

SPIRITUAL WARFARE 3:
STEPS TO RESIST
DEMONIC OPPRESSION
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every Man
A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with
2 Corinthians 10:3-5, Luke 4:13 and 1 Peter 5:8. Have one
man hold the cards and say the reference while the other
man quotes the verse and says the reference at the end of
the verse. Then have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations, and rewrites of James 4:7,
2 Corinthians 2:11, and Ephesians 4:26-27.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the
roles.
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LESS O N 1 1

W OUNDS 1:
P ORN IS M EETING A
N EED IN Y OUR L IFE
Have the men break into pairs and recite James 4:7;
2 Corinthians 2:11, and Ephesians 4:26,27 to each other.
Count how many times you have practiced WWW A MAP in
the last four weeks.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditation, and rewrites of Psalm 62:8.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the
roles.
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LESS O N 1 2

W OUNDS 2:
C ONNECTING Y OUR
H EART TO G OD
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every Man A
Pure Warrior verses starting with Psalm 62:8. Have one man
hold the cards and say the reference while the other quotes
the verse and says the reference at the end of the verse. Then
have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share their
Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of Psalm 86:11.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the roles.
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LESS O N 1 3

W OUNDS 3:
F ORGIVENESS —
R EMOVING THE T HORN
OF W OUNDEDNESS
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every Man
A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with Psalm
86:11. Have one man hold the cards and say the reference
while the other quotes the verse and says the reference at the
end of the verse. Then have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share their
Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of Isaiah 53:4-5.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the roles.
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LESS O N 1 4

A MPUTATION
AND B LOCKADE

Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every Man
A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with Isaiah 53:4-5.
Have one man hold the cards and say the reference while the other
quotes the verse and says the reference at the end of the verse.
Then have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible
share their Ask Questions, meditations, and rewrites of 1
Corinthians 6:18-20.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the roles.
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LESS O N 1 5

P REACH THE G OSPEL
TO Y OURSELF D AILY
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with
1 Corinthians 6:18-20. Have one man hold the card and say
the reference while the other quotes the verse and says the
reference at the end of the verse. Then have them switch
roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of 2
Corinthians 11:3 and Galatians 2:20.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the
roles.
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LESS O N 1 6

R ADICAL
T RANSFORMATION
Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with
2 Corinthians 11:3 and Galatians 2:20. Have one man hold
the cards and say the reference while the other quotes the
verse and says the reference at the end of the verse. Then
have them switch roles.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Have every man read his summary of how to treat a
woman.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of
Hebrews 13:4.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each
other. After one man works through it, have them reverse
the roles.
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LESS O N 1 7

H OPE :
R EVIEW

AND

A PPLY

Have the men break into pairs and recite all their Every
Man A Pure Warrior verses to each other, beginning with
Hebrews 13:4. Have one man hold the cards and say the
reference while the other quotes the verse and says the
reference at the end of the verse. Then have them switch
roles.
Count how many times you have practiced WWW A MAP
since lesson 11.
Sign off on the Completion Records.
Open the session with prayer.
Go around the room, asking each man to share one Quiet
Time.
Begin reading the lesson paragraph by paragraph.
Depending on time, have as many men as possible share
their Ask Questions, meditations and their rewrites of 2
Peter 1:3-4.
Break into pairs and practice WWW A MAP with each other.
After one man works through it, have them reverse the
roles.
Read the Points to Remember and the Assignment for Life.
Suggest you plan a graduation dinner for those who have
successfully completed Every Man A Pure Warrior. Please
Completion.
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